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This pack has lots of helpful information for you.
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Transition Calendar 2022
National Offer Day

Tuesday 1 Year 6 parents are notified online by the Local Authority of the
March 2022 outcome of their applications for school places.

Welcome Pack

Spring Term Parents receive a ‘Welcome Pack’ which includes an introduction to
key staff, Year 7 curriculum information and a series of video taster
2022
lessons.

Summer
Term 2022

Optional Tours of the School

Year 6 parents and their children have the opportunity to have a
guided tour of Ponteland High School.

Y6 Transfer Day

Year 6 students spend time at Ponteland High School with their new
tutor and experience some ‘taster’ lessons linked to the BEE project
by the theme of ‘the environment’.

New Year 7 Parents’ Information Evening

Year 6 parents are invited to hear a talk by Mr McGrane and to meet
their child’s form tutor.

The BEE Curriculum

In the PELE Trust primary schools, the Year 6 students participate in a
transition curriculum project about bees and beekeeping within a
wider environmental and ecological agenda. This project continues in
September at Ponteland High School.

The Summer Holiday Transition Project

Year 6 students are set the challenge to independently produce a
project over the summer holidays ready to present to their form class
in September.

*Throughout the year, a range of transition opportunities take place such as
Sports’ Festivals, the ‘French Vocabulary Challenge’ and the Year 6 & 7
reading club.

What Happens Next?
Optional Tours of the School

In the letter from Mr McGrane, you will see that we offer guided
tours of Ponteland High School for parents and their Year 6
children from 4-6pm. Current Year 7 and Post-16 students act
as guides with members of the Senior Leadership Team so that
Year 6 students and their parents have the opportunity to
familiarise themselves with their new school.

Y6 Transfer Day

All Year 6 students are invited to spend a day at Ponteland
High School in the summer term. On this day, Year 6
students spend time with their new tutor and experience
some ‘taster’ lessons linked to the BEE project by the theme
of ‘the environment’. Students will need to bring their bags
with a pencil case and a packed lunch on this day.

Y6 Information Evening

In the summer term, you will be invited to our ‘Information
Evening’. At the Year 6 Information Evening, you will have the
opportunity to hear a welcome talk from the Head Teacher,
Mr McGrane, and meet your child’s form tutor. You will also
receive a pack that contains all the information you need
about timings of the day, school uniform, lunches and ‘The
Summer Holiday Transition Project’.

Taster Lessons and Curriculum Overviews
We know that some students are a little anxious about the ‘step up’ to high school so
we wanted to share with you what you will be learning about in Year 7. Our
‘Curriculum Overviews’ show the key learning in each subject area, some tasks you
could be doing at home in preparation and some linked fiction books that you could
read.
We have also included some short videos of some typical Year 7 lessons at Ponteland
High School. We have put together a ‘playlist’ of Maths, English, Science, French and
IT lessons accompanied by a welcome from Mr Benn and Miss Andrews. These links
have also been shared with your primary school teachers and are designed to be
viewed either at home or in school.
A WELCOME from Mr Benn and Miss Andrews:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJi7trZNi3E

THE YEAR 6 PLAYLIST:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLouTHnHUfbfaS1VV7d63qp8Rl7eZYlZep
Contents:
MATHS
‘A Piece of Cake! The Timing Challenge’ by Mrs Pickover
‘Keep Rocking! The Tile Challenge’ by Mr Egner
‘How Shady! The Triangle Challenge’ by Mr Harding
ENGLISH
‘The Hunger Games’ by Miss Brewis
‘FairyTales’ by Miss Pounder
‘Studying Shakespeare’ by Mrs Emmerson
‘Creating a Setting’ by Ms Bamborough
‘Dogs vs Cats! How to Write Non-Fiction’ by Ms Clarke
FRENCH
‘Phonemes in French - a series of starters to help your pronunciation’ by Miss Merlaud
‘Counting in French - to infinity and beyond!’ by Mrs Davison
‘Les Jours de la Semaine’ by Mrs Tuck
SCIENCE
‘Investigating: How to Solve Problems’ by Mr Tuck
‘Observing: How to Perform Magic using a Red Cabbage’ by Dr
Yates
‘Researching: The Fascinating Behaviour of the Planet’s
Species’ by Mrs Yates
COMPUTING
‘Algorithms’ by Mr Wright

Year 7 ART
Key Learning
Autumn
1

The Natural World: The Bee Curriculum
Explore monoprinting, typography and watercolour to create experimental sketchbook
responses to bee research.

Autumn
2

The Natural World: Water
Analyse the work of a range of artists inspired by water creating experimental responses using
print, pastel, paint and collage. Collaborate to create a final whole-class response.

Pre-Exposure Tasks

Linked Fiction

Research the art work of David
Hockney and Len Tabner. Compare and
contrast their use of mark making.
Framed
Frank Cottrell Boyce

Spring
1
Spring
2

The Natural World: Under the Sea
Analyse the work of a range of artists who are inspired by sea life. Research the work of
Alexander Calder and create a 3D fish using wire work.

Find some examples of ‘Environmental
Art work’ made from sea debris and
waste plastic. Explain what you like
about it.

The Natural World: Jellyfish
Develop skills to create 2D artwork that represents movement. Line, pattern and colour are
used to produce individual sketchbook responses.

Research the process of pattern work
called ‘ Zentangle’
Find some examples of Animal inspired
art work by ‘Roa’.

Meeting Cezanne
Michael Morpurgo

Summer
1

Summer
2

Smart
Kim Slater

Year 7 COMPUTING
Key Learning

Pre-Exposure Tasks

Autumn
1

Online Safety:
Learn what the internet is and how it works; learn how to use technology
securely.

Read the information on E-safety and complete the test:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zrtrd2p/revision/1

Autumn
2

Space Academy - Introduction to Coding:
Learn how computers use binary information; use databases to organise
information; explore and learn about programming and coding.

Read the information ‘Introduction to Programming’:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zts8d2p/revision/1

Spring
1

Space Academy - Computer Systems:
Learn about the features of a computer; develop an understanding of the
storage, input and output devices that it contains; begin to understand the
concept of algorithm.

Work through the ‘Introduction Lessons 1-4’ at
www.gcflearnfree.org/computerbasics and research what a
computer is.

Spring
2

Space Academy - Computer Programming:
Learn how flowcharts and algorithms are used to solve problems and
explore some of the early concepts involved in writing computer code.

Complete one of the activities at
https://code.org/hourofcode/overview to develop your
understanding of programming.

Summer
1

Digital skills – Future Technology:
Learn about new and emerging technologies and consider how these
have developed in the digital age and have impacted upon society.

Make an A4 sized fact card on the practical uses of augmented
reality. Use this link to get started or use your own examples:
https://circuitstream.com/blog/examples-of-augmented-reality/

Summer
2

Digital skills – Future Technology:
Learn how technology is impacting upon energy dependency and climate
change before planning, designing and costing a future home.

Research futuristic homes. Consider what technologies they
might utilise and how these homes will be different to our
current ones in terms of their design and environmental
efficiency.

Linked Fiction

Escape from Camp
Boring
Tom Mitchell

Hacker
Malorie Blackman

River of Ink:
Genesis
Helen Dennis

Year 7 DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
Key Learning

Pre-Exposure Tasks

Autumn
1

The Bee Curriculum: Creating a Bug Hotel [Design]
Learn about sustainability, conservation and construction skills alongside
the properties of materials. Use your knowledge and understanding of
geometric forms and the 'Art Deco' movement to design and make your
own bug hotel.

In Google Slides, create a collage of products, architecture, art,
ceramics and graphics from the ‘Art Deco’ period. Attach this to
your Google Classroom.

Autumn
2

The Bee Curriculum: Creating a Bug Hotel [Make]
Learn how to measure, mark, cut and assemble accurately using a wide
range of techniques, tools and processes. Record your journey in your
manufacturing diary.

Create a plan drawing of your own garden. Select three prime
locations for your bug hotel giving three reasons for each
explaining why it would benefit the bees or bugs. Add photos of
your garden if you can.

Spring
1

The Bee Curriculum: Creating a Bug Hotel [Develop, Innovate &
Evaluate]
Complete the assembly of the bug hotel and develop an innovative design
idea for next time. Establish how to improve through detailed self and
peer evaluation.

Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3wtLiwyDUM
What is innovative design? Describe what innovation is in five
bullet points.

Spring
2

Cubee Craft: Graphics Project [Research and design]
Develop drawing skills using ‘Isometric Underlays’. Use ‘Adobe Illustrator’
to trace the net using the pen tool; draw, alter and fill shapes with colour;
use ‘Layers’ and ‘Pathfinder’ tools to add and subtract forms. Practise
using craft knives and cutting mats to cut and shape the net.

Research: Who is the greatest superhero/ villain? Who created
them? Create a biography of the artist who created your
favourite superhero/ villain. Upload into Google Classroom.
https://www.cbr.com/best-comic-book-artists-atlas-comics/#:~:t
ext=1%20Jack%20Kirby%20Is%20The,especially%20at%20Ma
rvel%20and%20DC.

Summer
1

Block Bot Wooden Character [Design]
Design a wooden cube character inspired by your Cubee Craft superhero.
Decorate your character by recycling and reusing interesting items from
home.

Create a 250 word character profile from a book you have really
enjoyed reading. Describe the character, what they look like, key
features and accessories they have. Include a picture.

Summer
2

Block Bot Wooden Character [Make and Evaluate]
Learn how to measure, cut and drill timber accurately. Assemble your
character with cord and use it as a key ring or decorative ornament at
home.

How could you make your block bot quicker and mass produce
these little robots? Watch the video and list five ways:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ac1SPpmDNBE

Linked Fiction

How to Bee
Bren
MacDibble

Hatchet
Gary Paulsen

Operation
Gadgetman!
Malorie
Blackman

Year 7 ENGLISH
Key Learning
Autumn
1
Autumn
2
Spring
1
Spring
2

Summer
1

Summer
2

Pre-Exposure Tasks

‘Oliver Twist’ by Charles Dickens
Read an abridged version of Charles Dickens’ ‘Oliver Twist’
and study extracts from the original version. Analyse
Dickens’ language and learn about Victorian Britain and
then answer an essay question about the character of Bill
Sikes.

1)
2)

‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ by William Shakespeare
Read extracts from ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’, learn key
facts about Shakespeare’s childhood and study the
influence of context on Shakespeare’s presentation of
character, theme and plot. In an analytical essay, explore
the significance of the love potion in the play.

1)

Poetry
Study a range of poems in an anthology, exploring in detail
how metaphorical language works. Practise your skills of
comparison and work towards a speaking and listening
poetry assessment.

Ancient Tales
Introduction to ancient tales shared by generations in
cultures across the world. An exploration of the morals
within a range of stories including ‘Two Dinners’, ‘The
Giant’s Causeway’, ‘The Wicked King’ and ‘1001 Nights’.

Linked Fiction

Research what life was like in Victorian Britain
Watch the Roman Polanski film version of ‘Oliver Twist’.
(2005)
3) Read some more of Dickens’ work at www.bibliomania.com
Another Twist in the Tale
Catherine Brunton
Read this information on Shakespeare’s background
https://www.folger.edu/shakespeares-life
2) Complete these activities on BBC Bitesize:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxgcwmn
3) Watch the Animated Tales version of the play.
Pages & Co
Anna James
1) Watch these two poetry videos and make notes:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-literature-ks3music-performance-in-poetry/zhddhbk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-literature-ks3-ks4-what-is-the-power-of-poetry/zfq7f4j
2) Find and read a poetry anthology in the school library.
1) List the childhood stories that you read that had a moral.
2) Read
https://www.bl.uk/childrens-books/articles/fables-and-fairyt
ales-myth-and-reality
3) Write your own short story with a moral.

Look Both Ways
Jason Reynolds

Tales from the Caribbean
Trish Cooke

Year 7 FOOD TECHNOLOGY & TEXTILES
Key Learning
Autumn
1
Autumn
2

Spring 1
Spring 2

Summer
1

Summer
2

Foundations of Health, Safety, Hygiene and Basic Cooking Skills:
Understand the importance of safe hygienic practice and gain
knowledge of the basic principles of a balanced diet. Collaboratively
develop practical skills by preparing dishes that involve knife skills and
expand knowledge of the equipment needed to produce food products
in the home. Develop cake making skills to prepare healthy snacks to
‘eat on the go’.

Pre-Exposure Tasks
List any new dishes that you have discovered over the
Summer holidays. Can you identify the country and main
elements of the dish?
2. Interview up to 5 adults and find out their 3 favourite
savoury snacks. Investigate where you can buy them and
the costs. Can you eat these snacks on the go? If not, why
not?

Linked Fiction

1.

Textiles Projects:
Engage in an iterative process of design and make a mobile phone cover
project themed ‘Day of the Dead’. Complete a range of creative and
practical textiles activities including health and safety tasks, research
and exploration of a theme, knowledge of printed decorative techniques
including applique, embroidery and fabric crayons. After half term, learn
sewing skills, produce a mobile phone cover and test and evaluate ideas.

Visit https://www.thaneeya.com/ to look at the design work of
Thaneeya McArdle. Go to ‘Sugar Skulls’ section. Pick two of your
favourite designs, copy them onto a doc, write a sentence for each
of the points: colour, shape, pattern, design layout..
Visit https://www.etsy.com/market/cloth_phone_case
Pick two of your favourite cloth mobile phone cases, copy and
paste them onto an A4 doc and state the following for each: fabric
they are made from; shape; price

Foundations of Health, Safety, Hygiene and Basic Cooking Skills:
Continue to develop practical skills as team members by preparing
dishes that involve knife skills, using the hob and grill to make healthy
packed lunch based items: wrap, pita-pocket and oaty biscuits.
Investigate and analyse a range of existing products. After half term,
develop skills to be able to feed yourself and others affordably and
well, now and in later life. Through activities created by ‘Food Fact of
Life’ for BNF Healthy Eating week, focus on a range of breakfast based
products: How to boil an egg, how to scramble egg, how to use the
grill/ hob to cook bacon.

Visit a supermarket or their website and look at their ‘sandwich’
items. Pick two that are different and copy them onto a google
slide, doc or take a photo. Write a sentence for each of the
following points: price, ingredients, packaging and audience eg.
teenager, office worker…
Research the breakfast eaten in two countries of your choice. Add
an image of the breakfast product and note down the main
ingredients, what cooking method has been used to make the
product and whether it is balanced in terms of what nutrients it
provides.

The Baking Life
of Amelie Day
Vanessa Curtis

The Polka Dot
Shop
Laurel
Remmington

Phineas L.
MacGuire Gets
Cooking
Frances O’Roark
Dowell

Year 7 FRENCH
Key Learning
Autumn
1
Autumn
2
Spring
1

Spring
2

Pre-Exposure Tasks

Mon monde à moi.
Build on language learned in KS2 to talk about yourself, friends and
family. Be able to greet people, introduce yourself and talk about
birthdays. Learn to ask for things in the classroom, understand the
teacher’s instructions and use French spontaneously in lesson time.
After half-term, converse in French about likes and dislikes and
explore French culture, such as music and Christmas traditions.

1.

Parle-moi de ta famille.
Begin to use opinions to express your likes and dislikes and learn
verbs to talk about things you and your family like to do. Practise
asking and answering ‘tu aimes’ questions, and continue mastering
the core language focusing on pronunciation, verb recall and
vocabulary retention.

1. Make a short video or voice recording of you saying any opinions you
can already express in French and send it to your teacher!
2. Think of 20 verbs you could use to talk about what you like / dislike
doing eg. to dance. Look them up in French. Can you use what you
already know about pronunciation to work out how to say them?

Comment sont tes amis?
Begin to talk about your friends’ and families’ characters and
personalities, and describe them physically. Learn parts of the verb
‘to be’ and begin to use negatives and adjectival agreement.

1.

Summer
1

Qu’est-ce qu’il y a à Paris?
Learn to talk about where you are from and describe your town.
Explore the culture of the capital city of Paris. Learn language for
comparisons and use regular past tenses to talk about your weekend.

Summer
2

Tu as vu un film français?
Watch the French film ‘Bienvenue à Marly-Gomont’ and use the
language we have learned so far this year to talk about the
characters and give your opinions of the film, as well as comparing
the town of Marly-Gomont with Paris. You will also learn about some
social issues in France such as immigration which we will explore
through studying the film.

Recall all the French you can remember from Year 6 and write a few
phrases or a paragraph in French.
2. Can you do the following; greet someone, say your name, ask their
name, ask how they are, say how you are, give details about yourself,
friends, pets or family?
3. Use Quizlet to revise the language you have been learning so far,
trying to say it, pronounce it and spell it.

Find a youtube video explaining how to talk about things in the
negative eg. ‘I am not’ instead of ‘I am’. Make up 10 sentences using a
negative.
2. Use a photo or draw a picture of a family member or friend. Look up
new vocabulary to label their features/ body parts in French.

Linked
Fiction

Rooftoppers
Katherine
Rundell

Madeleine
Ludwig
Bemelmans

https://www.louvre.fr/en/online-tours#virtual-toursTake a virtual tour of the
Louvre in Paris! Can you find any famous works of art?
Or visit this website to take a tour of the Eiffel Tower! Make a poster about
the tower’s history and give it to your teacher for a display.
https://www.toureiffel.paris/en/news/recreation/virtual-tour-eiffel-tower
1. Ask a parent for permission to create a Netflix profile in French and
then watch a cartoon in French. Otherwise search for a French
cartoon on Youtube. Feel free to use English subtitles for help! Can
you pick out any vocabulary you know?
2. With your parent’s permission (or help!) search for some French
music online and find something you like. Look up the words and
sing along; it will help your pronunciation enormously! Can you learn
it by heart?

The Secret of
the Night
Train
Sylvia Bishop

Year 7 GEOGRAPHY
Key Learning

Pre-Exposure Tasks

Linked Fiction

The Bee Curriculum: The Natural World
Consider why bees are important to the planet, investigate the current threats to
bee populations and outline a range of potential solutions which could be used
to protect global bee populations.
What is Geography?
Learn how to ask geographical questions, conduct geographical enquiry and use
geographical data and maps. Explore aspects of studying people and places.

https://www.onegreenplanet.org/environment/why-bees-mat
ter-so-much-to-humans/ https://www.onegreenplanet.org/en
vironment/why-bees-matter-so-much-to-humans/
Read a newspaper and pick out five reports that have a
geographical background – what different types of
geography do they cover?
Identify five terms used in Geography and their definitions.

The Last Bear
Hannah Gold

River Processes
Study river processes of erosion and transportation and investigate erosional
landforms e.g. waterfalls and depositional landforms. Explore the impact of
flooding on people and the environment.

Identify five key landforms found within a river.
Research examples of river flooding within the UK include
the location, impact on both people and the environment.

The Middle East
Find out where the Middle East region is located; what countries make up the
region and why it is a unique part of the world. Study the physical geography of
the Middle East and the climate. Explore the changing human geography of the
region, the population structure and geographical issues within the region. Learn
about some of the conflict and controversy in the Middle East.

Read a newspaper article, summarise three of the problems
the Middle East faces; identify different factors that affect
population distribution and investigate a population pyramid
for a country within the Middle East, describe how it changes
from birth to old age:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zkg82hv/revision/1

Spring
2

Changing Populations
Study the world population distribution and how it changes over time. Consider
how countries attempt to control population change and different types of
migration.

Research the Demographic Transition Model. Describe how
the population can change over time. Find two contrasting
examples of population pyramids, describe their differences:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zkg82hv/revision/4

Summer
1

Is the Geography of Russia a Curse or Benefit?
Study the physical and human geography of Russia. Consider how the physical
geography of Russia has influenced its human geography. Investigate the
challenges facing the country and how important Russia is to the world.

Research Russia: Where is it? What is the climate like? How
many people live there?
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/country_profiles/default.stm

Summer
2

Is the Earth Running out of Natural Resources?
Study the different elements that make up our planet and how they interact.
Explore how rocks and soil form, their importance to life and how we use the
Earth’s natural resources.

Research an example of a natural resource that is running
out, e.g. oil. Where do we find it? How much is left? What
could we use as an alternative? Write a case study about
your example.

Autumn
1

Autumn
2

Spring
1

Running on
the Roof of
the World
Jess
Butterworth

Girl. Boy. Sea.
Chris Vick

Year 7 HISTORY
Key Learning

Pre-Exposure Tasks

Autumn
1

The Norman Conquest
Study the key aspects of the Norman Conquest, including the key claimants to the
throne, the Battle of Hastings and the significance of the feudal system. Learn
source analysis skills, how to use evidence and consider different interpretations
of historical events. Explore the key historical themes of conflict and resolution.

Watch: Harold vs William - Whose Crown?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ns-0J_bytOo
Watch: A Young Person's Guide to the Battle of Hastings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhqrpTpoGHk

Autumn
2

Medieval Britain
Study the key aspects of ‘Medieval Britain’, including medieval life, castles,
religion, King John and the Black Death. Practise skills of source analysis, using
evidence and different interpretations. Explore the key historical themes of power
and ordinary life.

Research ‘Medieval Britain’ and create an information poster
or booklet identifying some of the key features.

Spring
1

Empire and Migration
Focus on the British Empire, explore its historical significance and why it is a
controversial part of Britain's history. Develop knowledge and understanding in
relation to how migration has been a key feature of world history. Explore the key
historical themes of migration and movement and power.

Research what an Empire is and identify a minimum of three
countries/civilisations which have had Empires.
Write a paragraph explaining which historical Empire you find
the most interesting.

Spring
2

Slavery
Learn about the history of slavery and the fact that it is still a reality in the modern
world today. Study the slave triangle and life on the plantations. Continue to
explore the key historical themes of Migration & Movement and Power.

Watch: Life Aboard a Slave Ship
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmQvofAiZGA
List the worst features of life aboard a slave ship. Create a
‘Diamond 9’ then select the top three.

Summer
1

The Renaissance and The Tudors- ‘A Golden Age’?
Consider the significance of the Renaissance as a key period in European history
and explore individuals and developments that helped to shape it. Evaluate the
significance of the Tudor dynasty and explore the question of whether this was a
‘Golden Age’. Explore the key historical themes of power and culture and science.

Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI1OeMmwYjU
Research: find 5+ facts about the Wars of the Roses
Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2v9dn7pYgI to
find out how Henry Tudor became the King of England.

Heroes of History
Explore some of the key figures in world history. Start considering who you
consider to be your ultimate historical hero. Develop the key historical skill of
significance and your own independent study/research skills.

How does a historical hero differ from the standard definition
of a hero? Find out about some of the most famous and most
significant people and pick your top three::
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/famous-people/zdqdscw

Summer
2

Linked Fiction

The 1000
Year Old Boy
Ross Welford

Cane
Warriors
Alex Wheatle

The Boy at
the Top of the
Mountain
John Boyne

Year 7 MATHS
Key Learning
Autumn
1

Autumn
2

Spring
1

Spring
2

Pre-Exposure Tasks

Algebraic Thinking: The Bee Curriculum
Consider different types of sequences and the many visual, numeric and graphical ways in which they are
represented. Engage with the Bee Curriculum by considering the Fibonacci sequence. Learn the basics of
algebraic notation, extending existing knowledge of numeric fact families, inverse operations, bar models and
function machines, to begin to develop an appreciation of how a letter is used to generalise. Consider equality
and equivalence, extending the idea of a letter being used to generalise, to using a letter to represent an
unknown value which is to be found.

Research what the Fibonacci
sequence is and where it is
found in nature.

Place Value and Proportion
Explore place value and ordering and learn about integers up to one billion and decimals to hundredths. Use
number lines to represent ideas visually and explore ideas through the context of median and range, standard
index form and rounding to significant figures. Use mathematical symbols =,≠,<,≤,>,≥ to compare values and
interchange between terminating decimals and corresponding fractions. Use familiar representations (hundred
squares) to become fluent in conversions between common FDPs, including those greater than 1, and explore
the ideas offered through the context of pie charts.

Find out the distance of five
cities from Newcastle and five
planets from Earth.
Find out what the following
symbols mean: ≠, <, >, ≤, ≥,
≪, ≫,

Application of Number
Revisit formal methods for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, whilst applying these skills in
various new contexts. Develop addition and subtraction skills through application to problems involving
perimeter, money, bar charts, tables, frequency trees, distance charts and timetables. Practise multiplication and
division skills through contexts of solving equations, metric unit conversions, area of 2D shapes, mean and
factors and multiples. Learn about the order of operations and consider fractions and percentages of amounts.

Write definitions for
‘perimeter’ and ‘area’. What
are the similarities and the
differences? How are they
measured? Where do we see
measures of perimeter and
area in real life?

Directed Numbers
Learn how to add, subtract, multiply and divide with negative numbers, both with and without a calculator.
Explore these ideas through the contexts of solving equations and revisit substitution in algebra.

Consider where in real life we
need negative numbers. Solve
these calculations: 2 + 3; 2 +
(- 3); 2 – (- 3); (-2) + 3; (-2) –
3. What are the most
common errors in these
calculations? Can you think of
any ways to avoid making
these errors?

Fractional Thinking
Learn about adding and subtracting fractions extending into fractions greater than one and where there is no
common denominator. Apply these skills to solving problems with algebraic fractions.

Linked Fiction

Millions
Frank
Cottrell-Boyce

The Number
Devil
Hans Magnus
Enzensberger

Summer
1

Lines and Angles
Consider construction, measurement and notation and build on skills using measuring equipment to measure
increasingly complex diagrams. Develop an understanding of correct line and angle notation. Revisit pie charts
to practise measuring angles, along with exploring and constructing types of triangles.
Geometric Reasoning
Learn about applying angle rules to solve problems. Explore angles around a point, angles at a point on a
straight line, vertically opposite angles and angles in triangles, quadrilaterals and angle sums in any polygon.

Summer
2

Reasoning with Number
Learn how to simplify complex calculations using known facts. Learn how to choose the best strategy and
develop an appreciation of estimation as a checking tool. Revisit algebraic methods to extend the understanding
of using known facts to derive other facts. Then explore how number is used to consider probabilities: how
sample space diagrams and Venn diagrams can model outcomes.
Prime Numbers and Proof
Explore types of numbers, including factors, multiples, primes, squares, triangular numbers, consider their
characteristics and use them to identify and use highest common factors and lowest common multiples.

Can you apply measures in
everyday life? How long do
you think your living room is?
How tall are you? Can you
identify places where parallel
lines or perpendicular lines
exist?
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
/guides/zrg4jxs/revision/5
https://donsteward.blogspot.c
om/2012/07/pie-charts-and-v
an-gogh.html
https://donsteward.blogspot.c
om/2019/11/introducing-angl
es.html

The House of
One Hundred
Clocks
AM Howell

At home, when planning
holidays, home improvements
or parties, or reviewing home
finances, involve students in
estimating calculations where
appropriate.
https://donsteward.blogspot.c
om/2020/01/probability-and-c
ounters.html
https://nrich.maths.org/oddsan
devens

Twelve
Minutes to
Midnight
Christopher
Edge

Year 7 MUSIC
Key Learning

Pre-Exposure Tasks

Autumn
1

Elements of Music
Explore pitch, dynamics, duration, tempo, texture, timbre or sonority, articulation and
silence in order to develop a foundation of musical vocabulary for use at Key Stage 3.
Learn about ‘Graphic Notation’ and ‘Graphic Scores’.

Read the information on BBC Bitesize:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zdxh34j
Listen to as many different styles of music and start
to break them down into the musical elements.

Autumn
2

Instruments of the Orchestra
Understand orchestral instruments and families/sections of orchestral instruments;
learn about the construction, sound production and timbres of different orchestral
instruments using Benjamin Britten’s “Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra”.

Watch or listen to Prokfiev’s ‘Peter and the Wolf’.
Can you identify the instruments and describe
musically how they represent the characters?

Spring
1

Rhythm and Pulse
Explore the concept of pulse through a variety of experiences which include pulse
games and other rhythmic activities; the creation of patterns, including ostinati;
repetitive rhythmic textures; cyclic and polyrhythms; listening activities and the
composition and performance of class and group rhythm pieces.

Explore and research other ‘junk percussion’ artists
and groups, such as Donald Knaack aka ‘The
Junkman’.

Spring
2

Keyboard Skills
Study effective keyboard performance technique and basic treble clef staff notation.
Establish the importance of playing position, posture and keyboard warm-ups. Practise
a range of exercises including scales and simple right-hand melodies in the key of C
Major to build keyboard fingering and improve playing skills.

Explore and research other ‘keyboard instruments’
including Harpsichord, Celesta, Organ and
Synthesiser.

Summer
1

Form and Structure
Consider form and structure in music and why it is important. Perform, compose,
improvise, listen, appraise and then explore four different musical structures: Question
and Answer Phrases, Binary Form, Ternary Form and Rondo Form.

Listen to a range of musical pieces to identify their
form and structure.

Summer
2

Programme Music
Explore the connection between Music and Space and to provide a stimulus for creative
composition work. Develop understanding of the elements of tempo, dynamics and
instrumentation as well an understanding of importance of mood in music

Listen to a range of musical pieces to identify musical
elements.
Identify and describe musically how they represent
the mood of the piece.

Linked Fiction

The Mozart
Question
Michael
Morpurgo

Stargirl
Jerry Spinelli

Bone Music
David Almond

Year 7 PE
Key Learning
Autumn
1

Autumn
2
Spring
1
Spring
2

Summer
1

Summer
2

Pre-Exposure Tasks

High Performance PE & Health
Participate in a carousel of sporting activities following a ‘Teaching Games for Understanding’ model to
develop an understanding of the rules, tactics and strategies associated with the activity and promote the
school enrichment programme. Activities range from running, hockey, basketball, netball, rugby, football and
trampolining and also include a sportshall athletics event.
Progress to participating in one of the identified activity areas to develop further knowledge, understanding
and skills. Develop an understanding of how to exercise safely, through warming up effectively and follow a
type of training (Couch to 5k, HIIT, Boxercise or STEP Aerobics) to develop your basic levels of fitness, in order
to make the link between lifelong participation and awareness of managing your physical and mental health.
Explore the concepts of ‘dealing with expectations’ and ‘coping with change’ as you learn to make the
transition between primary and secondary school.

Watch clips of activities
you are less familiar with
on YouTube.

High Performance PE & Health
Participate in additional activity areas to develop further knowledge, understanding and skills. Continue to
follow a ‘Teaching Games for Understanding’ model to develop an understanding of the rules, tactics and
strategies associated with the activity and promote the school enrichment programme. Develop an
understanding of diet and physical exercise and the benefits on your physical and mental health. Experience
different types of training.
Explore the concept of ‘non negotiable behaviours’ and how important attitude, effort and regular
participation is to improving yourself as an individual Set high expectations and show commitment to improve.

Where is the nearest
local club that you could
attend to develop your
knowledge and skills of
these activities?

High Performance PE & Health
Participate in any outstanding activities areas to develop further knowledge, understanding and skills.
Experience and develop skills in a range of new activities, including cricket, athletics, golf, handball and tennis.
Continue to follow a ‘Teaching Games for Understanding’ model to develop an understanding of the rules,
tactics and strategies associated with the activity and promote the school enrichment programme. Study a
range of ‘Health’ based activities.
Explore the concept of ‘understanding others and being aware of those around you’ and the importance of
demonstrating empathy. Consider how to build relationships by demonstrating respect, thoughtfulness and
kindness. Explore the importance of integrity within sport, demonstrating honesty and avoiding unsporting
behaviour.

Explore the school
enrichment programme
and join a club!

Linked Fiction

Splash
Charli Howard

The Fastest Boy in
the World
Elizabeth Laird

The Race
Roy Peachey

Year 7 RE
Key Learning
Autumn
1
Autumn
2

Spring
1
Spring
2

Pre-Exposure Tasks

Around the world in RE - What are the main religious traditions in
different countries?
Consider the main religious beliefs and teachings from Christianity,
Buddhism, Judaism, Islam, Sikhism and Hinduism and how these
faiths operate within the culture in which they originated. Make links
between these world religions and consider why your own beliefs are
important to you and your religion.

1. Read BBC Bitesize and make mind-maps on each
religious tradition and summarise their beliefs into key
information/symbols. Answer the following key
questions – what do they believe? Why do they believe
it? What do they do to demonstrate their faith?
2. Research a range of religious practices: How do beliefs
back up religious practices? Are there any similarities
between the different religious practices?

How has the faith of some individuals inspired them to take action?
Explore key individuals such as Martin Luther King and Malala who
have made history based on their actions which were inspired by their
faith and against the pressures of society.

1. Create a research profile on the life of Martin Luther
King
2. Create a research profile on the life of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer
3. Construct a venn diagram to compare the work and
beliefs of Martin L King and Bonhoeffer.

Linked Fiction

Wonder
RJ Palacio

The House with
Chicken Legs
Sophie Anderson
Summer
1

Summer
2

How can religion and Humanism help us better understand moral
issues?
Apply the knowledge you have developed on some of the world
religions to moral dilemmas such as: the treatment of animals, war
and medical ethics. Consider the ethical questions these dilemmas
pose and how different faiths and humanists would respond. Result in
reaching justified conclusions and shape your own personal opinions.

1. Create a list or spider diagram of concepts which people
may agree or disagree about (e.g. animal testing).
2. Find 3 news articles on any 3 of the concepts you listed.
3. Go to BBC bitesize and research what two religious
people may say about one of the concepts.
Who Let the Gods
Out
Maz Evans

Year 7 RHSE
Key Learning
Themes
ongoing
in Year 7

Pre-Exposure Tasks

Safeguarding and the Law
Consider keeping safe in a range of environments.
Become informed of relevant laws to the area of study.
Focus on who you can trust and equality and protected
characteristics.

Consider the idea of a ‘trusted adult’. Who do you know that you would class
as a trusted adult? What problems would need the support of a trusted adult
to resolve rather than attempting to solve on your own?
Research the protected characteristic. Discuss why it could be necessary to
ensure these groups of people are not discriminated against.

Respectful Relationships
Explore the importance of relationships. Learn about the
concepts of consent and communication. Consider the
characteristics of respectful relationships with a focus on
healthy friendships and the different types of families
that exist.

Are there aspects of friendships that can become unhealthy if misused?
Consider the different types of family in your network of family and friendship.
What different types of families are there? Do they have similarities and
differences?

Health and Wellbeing
Focus on issues of health and wellbeing relevant to your
own lives, including: the physical and emotional changes
during puberty; the importance of oral health; the
dangers of tobacco addiction, how your choices influence
your feelings and emotions; how mindfulness and rest
can help your mental health.

https://campaignresources.phe.gov.uk/schools
Review the Public Health England website for a range of resources and
information sheets linked to health issues that affect young people
Create a wall chart of different activities you enjoy for rest and relaxation. Tick
off a different activity each night of the week.

My Online Life
Having an online life is a significant part of the lives of
many young people. Learn to live wisely in this area.
Understanding peer pressure and how this can appear
differently online as in person. Learn about the dangers
of cyberbullying and how to prevent this.

https://www.internetmatters.org/
Review the Internet Matters website for accessible information and advice
concerning a host of social media platforms to guide your conversations with
your child.

Linked Fiction

The Boy At The
Back Of The Class
Onjali Q Rauf

How To Look For
A Lost Dog
Ann M Martin

What Not To Do If
You Turn Invisible
Ross Welford

Emmy Levels Up
Helen Harvey

Year 7 SCIENCE
Key Learning
Autumn
1

Autumn
2

Spring 1

Pre-Exposure Tasks

The Bee Curriculum:
Explore bees as a context to develop scientific skills through
investigating: How do bees make their honey sweet? What is the
difference between different types of honey? Is honey a good
anti-bacterial? Why are honeycombs built as hexagons? What is
the best wing shape for bees?
Cells:
Explore what all living things do; consider how animal and plant
cells are similar and different; learn how specialised cells are
adapted for their functions and how cells, tissues and organs work
together.

The Bee Curriculum:
Research the importance of bees in the North East. Read ‘Geordie Bees’ at
https://www.livingnorth.com/northeast/people-places/geordie-bees
Cells:
Watch the National Geographic video on the human body at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ae4MadKPJC0
Research the work of the British scientist Robert Hooke:
Visit http://www.cellimagelibrary.org/home

The Particle Model:
Explore how solids, liquids and gases are different, consider what
evidence allowed all scientists to accept the particle theory,
investigate why some things spread out and learn what air pressure
is.
Forces:
Explore what forces do: how springs help us measure forces, how
we can control friction and what happens when forces are balanced.

The Particle Model:
Do a practical on diffusion using a tea bag: time how long it takes for
water to change colour in cold compared to hot water.
Forces
Biomechanics is the study of forces acting on the human body. Identify the
forces acting in a particular sport:
https://www.livescience.com/22021-summer-olympics-sports-physics.ht
ml

Reproduction in Animals:
Explore how different animals reproduce sexually; learn about the
human reproductive organs and what happens during the gestation
period and birth, puberty and adolescence; consider how we can
help endangered species
Muscles and Bones:
Learn how different animal species are classified and the functions
of the skeleton, explore how muscles are used in the locomotor
system and how they help with the circulation of blood cells; learn
about how drugs affect our bodies.

Reproduction in Animals:
Research a zoo to find out the species they care for and how they work to
improve population numbers in the wild.
Read through the NHS guidance on pregnancy, birth and puberty at
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/pregnancy-and-baby/ and
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/sexual-health/stages-of-puberty-what-happ
ens-to-boys-and-girls/
Muscles and Bones:
Choose one of the activities from the NHS Change 4 Life webpage at
https://www.nhs.uk/change4life/activities Note your experience in terms
of which muscles moved in your body and how they moved.

Linked Fiction

Where the
World Turns
Wild
Nicola Penfold

A Wrinkle in
Time
Madeleine
L’Engle

Beetle Boy
M G Leonard

Consider a time when you or someone you know broke a bone. Include
what caused the problem, what the symptoms were and what the
treatment was.
Spring 2

Mixtures:
Explore different kinds of mixtures, how you get solids out of a
solution, how to separate solutes for identification and how to
make seawater drinkable.
Energy:
Consider how our bodies use energy and how energy is stored and
moved around; Learn where fuels come from, what other energy
sources are available and what energy resources we should use.

Mixtures:
Research how Northumbrian Water purifies water from rivers, lakes and
aquifers:
https://www.nwg.co.uk/responsibility/working-with-schools/teachers/reso
urces-for-you/
Consider how obtaining safe water to drink in the UK might be different in
other parts of the world.
Energy:
Look at the nutritional labels of 5 food packets. Which one has the highest
source of stored energy?
Research the history of regional sites for power generation: Lynemouth
Power Station - once a coal-fired power station, now a biomass power
station; Derwent reservoir hydro-electric plant; Hartlepool nuclear power
station; Hornsea Project One wind farm; Peterlee solar park.

Summer
1

Elements & Compounds:
Consider the different types of particles we can find on Earth and
how we can use chemical reactions to make new substances.
Electricity:
Explore how we create electrical circuits and alter the current
flowing through them. Learn about the safety features we have in
our homes to protect us from danger from electricity.

Elements & Compounds:
Locate ten elements around our own home
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPDjSCRc4MY
Electricity:
Look at a recent electricity bill and note how many units in kilowatt-hours
of electrical energy your family has used during the period. Estimate how
many units you have used in the last year.

Summer
2

Ecosystems:
Explore the variation that exists within and between species. Learn
why populations change in size over the day and over the year.
Acids & Alkalis:
Consider how to deal with hazardous chemicals. Learn how we can
use indicators to tell if a chemical is an acid, alkali or neutral
substance.
Sound:
Learn how sound travels and can be detected. Explore how humans
and animals use sound.

Ecosystems:
Watch an episode of a natural history programme such as the recent
‘Perfect Planet’ documentary by David Attenborough and identify as many
different habitats as you can:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fyvW_iu06Rg
Acids & Alkalis:
Locate five acids or alkalis from around your house:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qO1EYbs-oo
Sound: (make sure a responsible adult is present to help out)
Pick one of the seven sound experiments to do at home from:
https://www.kidsacademy.mobi/storytime/sound-science-experiments/

The Wild
Before
Piers Torday

Darwin’s
Dragons
Lindsay Galvin

The BEE Curriculum
Y6-Y7 Transition
The BEE Curriculum

As students transition from primary to secondary education in the
PELE trust we want to ensure that:

Our learners are able to build on their existing Key Stage 2
knowledge, understanding and skills of bees and beekeeping
within a wider environmental and ecological agenda. This will
enable them to continue to make good progress into Key Stage
3, remaining motivated and engaged and ensuring that good
relationships continue to contribute to their success in school.

Summer 2022
What happens in Year 6…

Autumn 2022
What happens in Year 7…

w.b. 27.06.22
Year 6 students begin learning about bee
populations in the summer term with an
exciting programme of activities delivered
by their Year 6 teachers and some BEE
experts! In previous years this has
included live video tours of beehives from
Truro to Tuscany, an artist in residence
and geography fieldwork.

Art
Using carbon paper to transfer images of
bees onto vintage books and old maps
using watercolour paints and pencils to
add colour. Adding key vocabulary to the
images.
Geography
Exploring why bees are important and
their impact around the world.
Investigating current threats to bee
populations and outlining a range of
potential solutions which could be used
to protect global bee populations.
Science
Planning science experiments and
investigations including: How do bees
make their honey so sweet? What is the
difference between types of honey? Is
honey a good antibacterial? Why are
honeycombs built as hexagons? What is
the best wing shape for bees?
Maths
Exploring Fibonacci sequences and the
Golden Ratio in nature.
D&T
Investigating material and creating bug
hotels.

Transfer Day
High School Transition Day- Year 6
students spend time at Ponteland High
School with their new tutor and
experience some ‘taster’ lessons linked to
the BEE project by the theme of ‘the
environment’.

The Summer Holiday Transition Project
Year 6 students are given a summer transition task to create an
independent project on a topic or theme of their choice.
Students can focus on one of the following:
a) research into an area of interest, such as a particular period of history,
scientific discovery, novel/news item you have read or fashion style
b) describe how to carry out and develop an area of expertise/skill, such as
creating a piece of art, playing a particular sport/musical instrument or how
to construct a car
c) recount an activity you experienced over the summer with details of a
holiday destination or new activity/culture you experienced
In September in Year 7, students get the opportunity to present the project
to their form class using video, powerpoint, photographs, a display and/or a
written report either individually or in small groups.

Frequently Asked Questions
Here are some of the questions that Year 6 asked last year. We asked the students
again, now in Year 7, to write the answers for you.

What’s the biggest difference between primary and
secondary school?
It’s a bigger place and you have to move around from lesson
to lesson. You are expected to be more grown up and
responsible but don’t worry as it’s lots of fun too. You do
need to get organised and the best way is to use your
planner.

Will I be with my friends from primary school?
You are with two or three of your friends in your form class
and you get to know which form class you are in before the summer holidays. There
are around 25 people in each form class. Then, in all of your classes you have a few
people you know from primary school. Saying ‘hi’ to everyone you sit next to is
definitely the best way to make new friends. Year 7 also have their own social area for
break and lunchtimes.

What will the lessons be like?
You get your timetable on the first day and find out
your classes then. You have about ten subjects and
you usually have one teacher for that subject.
Lessons are in different classrooms so you do have
to move around. In Technology you get to make
things and in Food you get to bake so it is a bit
different from primary school.

How much homework will I get?
At first you only get a bit of homework but then it builds up to one piece for each
subject a week. It’s usually due back in a week which is enough time to complete it. A
good bit of advice is to set aside one hour after school each night and get it all done
then. Some of the homework is set on Google Classroom and your teachers show you
how to use this.

What equipment do I need to bring in each day and
what happens if I forget?
All you need to bring is your bag with your pencil
case, planner and the books you need that day. It’s a
good idea to bring a reading book and a water bottle
as well. In your pencil case, have two pens and
pencils, a ruler and a rubber. You can bring
highlighters and your own glue stick and other
stationary if you want. Don’t worry if you forget, you
can ask a friend or the teacher.

Can I bring my mobile phone to school?
You can bring your mobile phone to school. You don’t need to hand it in, you just keep it
in your bag on silent and don’t look at it during the day.

What happens if I get lost?
You get given a map of the school on your first day but there are loads of teachers
around to show you where to go. There are numbers on the doors and you get a tour
on the first day as well. It can be a bit confusing at first but there’s always someone
going to the same class as you. For the first few weeks it’s ok if you get lost and
teachers are fine if you are a little bit late but they do expect that you will get used to it
quite quickly!

What is lunch like?
The arrangements for lunch are fairly good and
there is always a variety of food to buy like
sandwiches and pasta. You get a card that you
just swipe at the tills as your parents can put
money on beforehand. If you like you can take
packed lunches but it’s easy to get a school lunch.
Year 7s get to sit together for lunch so you can sit
with your friends.

If you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate to ask at
Year6questions@ponthigh.org.uk

